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Abstract: Creating test cases to cover all functional requirements of real-world systems is hard, even for domain experts.
Any method to generate functional test cases must have three attributes: (a) an easy-to-use formal notation
to specify requirements, from a practitioner’s point of view, (b) a scalable test-generation algorithm, and (c)
coverage criteria that map to requirements.
In this paper we present a method that has all these attributes. First, it includesExpressive Decision Table
(EDT), a requirement specification notation designed to reduce translation efforts. Second, it implements
a novel scalable row-guided random algorithm with fuzzing (RGRaF)(pronounced R-graph) to generate test
cases. Finally, it implements two new coverage criteria targeted at requirements and requirement interactions.
To evaluate our method, we conducted experiments on three real-world applications. In these experiments,
RGRaF achieved better coverage than pure random test case generation. When compared with manual ap-
proach, our test cases subsumed all manual test cases and achieved up to 60% effort savings. More impor-
tantly, our test cases, when run on code, uncovered a bug in a post-production sub-system and captured three
missing requirements in another.

1 INTRODUCTION

Safety critical standards such as DO-178B (do1,
1994) mandate requirements coverage during func-
tional testing. However, functional test case gener-
ation is an intellectually demanding and critical task
that has a strong impact on the effectiveness and ef-
ficiency of the entire testing process (Anand et al.,
2013). For large and complex reactive software, it is
difficult even for domain experts to envision all inter-
actions between requirements. This sometimes makes
it impossible to write functional test cases that cover
all requirements and the interactions among them.
Hence, there is a need to automatically generate func-
tional test cases.

Random Test case Generation (RTG) (Arcuri
et al., 2010) and Model-Based Testing (MBT) (Dalal
et al., 1999) are two traditional techniques that are
used for functional test case generation for reactive
software. However, RTG generates input sequences
using only input signals and their types and does not
need specification of requirements of a system and
hence does not generate expected output along with
the generated input sequence. Additional efforts are
therefore required to determine the expected results.
Moreover, RTG is likely to generate a large number
of redundant test cases. MBT is implemented by sev-

eral tools (Reactis, ; Peranandam et al., 2012; Wang
et al., 2014; Harel et al., 1990), but it is not widely
adopted by the practitioners as the requirements need
to be specified in a formal language supported by the
tool. Often, the language supported by these tools
demands a strong mathematical background from the
user or require the user to design the state space of
the problem even if it is not part of the requirements
(Thyssen and Hummel, 2013). This activity is effort-
intensive and adversely affects the overall cost of the
approach. In fact, very little is known about the cost-
effectiveness of MBT (Briand, 2010). Moreover, the
syntactic structure of these languages is very different
from the original requirements description, so there
is no direct mapping from specifications to require-
ments. As a result, the coverage targeted by these
tools, such as state and transition coverage, does not
directly map to the requirements (Tahat et al., 2001).
MBT tools use a combination of random generation
and constraint solving to generate test cases, however,
neither of these techniques scale up to industry-size
applications (Cadar and Sen, 2013; Păsăreanu and
Rungta, 2010).

In short existing methods have the following limi-
tations - a) They are effort intensive as they either re-
quire a specification in a formal language or they need
expected results to be determined, b) The algorithms
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they implement do not scale up to industry-size ap-
plications and c) The generated test cases do not map
directly to requirements.

We present a requirements-driven method, EDT-
Based Testing (EBT), that overcomes the aforemen-
tioned limitations with current MBT methods. To re-
duce specification efforts EBT uses Expressive De-
cision Tables (EDT) (Venkatesh et al., 2014) as a
formal language. The authors of (Venkatesh et al.,
2014) have shown that EDT is more efficient and ef-
fective for specifying functional requirements of re-
active systems, as compared to a state-based formal-
ism such as Statecharts (Harel et al., 1990) and Soft-
ware Cost Reduction (SCR) (Heitmeyer et al., 1998).
In an EDT specification, rows map directly to re-
quirements that are described in a natural language.
EBT includes a novel algorithm that combines row-
guided random input generation with fuzzing at time
boundaries (RGRaF) to scale up test case genera-
tion. We have implemented the RGRaF algorithm in
a tool calledEDT-Test. We introduce row and row-
interaction coverage criteria that target: 1) the row
coverage to measure the coverage of requirements
and, 2) the row-interactions coverage to measure the
interaction between the requirements. We also man-
ifest a novel use of EDT to allow users to model
the environment and specify properties/invariants of
the system for detecting errors, leading to better test
cases. To summarize, EBT involves a) Specifying
requirements in EDT b) Modelling environment and
system properties in EDT c) Generating test cases that
cover rows and row-interactions using RGRaF.

To evaluate the cost-effectiveness and scalability
of EBT, we conducted case studies where we spec-
ified requirements of ten software modules of three
automotive projects in EDT. We then generated test
cases using EDT-Test and evaluated the scalability of
our algorithm by: a) comparing it with a pure random
test case generation algorithm and, b) comparing it
with RGRaF without fuzzing. As manually created
test cases and effort data of all the case studies were
available to us, we assessed the cost-effectiveness of
EBT. Our findings clearly show that RGRaF scales
better than both pure random test case generation and
RGRaF without fuzzing. It also showed that EBT is
more cost-effective than manual testing. Additionally,
during the case studies we found a bug in a production
code and uncovered gaps in requirements showing the
usefulness of the generated test cases.

We have compared our algorithm against a pure
random algorithm because constraint solving does not
scale up (Păsăreanu and Rungta, 2010). We validated
this through a small experiment in which we took
an example smaller than the ones in our case-study,

translated it to the C language and ran Autogen (Bokil
et al., 2009) on it. It was not able to generate any test
cases whereas EDT-Test covered all rows. Due to this
experience and findings from the experiment, we did
not compare EDT-Test against any constraint solving
based tool.

The main contribution of this paper is a cost-
effective method, EBT, to generate functional test
cases. This is achieved by the following:

• Using EDT as a specification language to reduce
the effort required in specifying requirements and
extending EDT with constructs that enable easy
modelling of the environment.

• A new row-guided random algorithm that also
adds fuzzing at time boundaries to scale up test
generation.

• Targeting two new test coverage criteria, row and
row-interaction coverage, which ensure that all
requirements and interactions between require-
ments are tested adequately.

The organization of the paper is as follows. Sec-
tion 2 discusses the related work. We explain the EDT
Notation in brief in Section 3. Two new coverage cri-
teria, row and row-interaction, are introduced in Sec-
tion 4. Section 5 describes our algorithm, RGRaF, in
detail. We present extensions to EDT in Section 6
and describe the observations and findings of the ex-
periments conducted in Section 7. Finally, Section 8
concludes the paper.

2 RELATED WORK

In this section, we discuss a few of the several relevant
publications related to automated test case generation.
These are grouped based on the source specification
language, the technique employed and the coverage
criteria targeted.

Generating test cases from specifications has re-
ceived a lot of attention with tools that have a va-
riety of input languages. There are tools based on
languages such as Software Cost Reduction method
(SCR) (Heitmeyer et al., 1998), Statecharts (Offutt
et al., 2003), Z (Cristiá et al., 2014), Spec# (Veanes
et al., 2008), and Lustre (Raymond et al., 1998).
These languages require test engineers to specify the
requirements of the system under test (SUT) in the
form of mathematical expressions or state diagrams,
which takes a lot of effort. Tahat et al. (Tahat et al.,
2001) have proposed an approach to generate test
cases from requirements given in textual and SDL
format, but they too do not have any data to show
the benefits of their approach nor have they evaluated
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Table 1: EDT for Alarm feature.

sno
in

Ignition
in

Alarm
in PanicSw out Alarm out Flash

1 Off Off {{Press;Release}{=2}}{<3s} On{=30s};Off {On{=500ms};Off{=500ms}}{=30};No Req
2 On Press{>3s};Release Off No Req
3 On Off No Req

their approach for cost-effectiveness. To the best of
our knowledge, there has been no work that compares
the effort required to specify requirements in a formal
language and generate test cases using a tool for in-
dustry examples. EBT reduces the effort required for
specification by choosing a compact and easy to use
notation, EDT (Venkatesh et al., 2014).

Additionally, all the aforementioned tools target
a coverage criterion that is natural to the formal lan-
guage being used. Thus, if the language is Statecharts
based then the state and transition coverage criteria
are targeted, and in the case of Z, pre-/post-operation
relations are considered as coverage criteria. As a re-
sult, these coverage criteria do not always achieve re-
quirements coverage. In contrast, EDT-Test generates
test cases to achieve row and row-interaction cover-
age giving direct mapping to requirements coverage
as EDT rows map directly to requirements.

Several tools employ a constraint solver or a
model-checker to generate test cases. These include
Java Path Finder (Brat et al., 2000), Autogen (Bokil
et al., 2009), KLEE (Cadar et al., 2008) and Pex (Till-
mann and De Halleux, 2008). The scalability of
constraint solvers (Cadar and Sen, 2013; Păsăreanu
and Rungta, 2010) continues to limit the applicabil-
ity of these techniques and there are still some chal-
lenges that need to be overcome for its wider adop-
tion (Cadar et al., 2011). Random testing (Hamlet,
2002) has also been studied extensively as an alterna-
tive to systematic testing as it is very easy to gener-
ate a large number of test cases randomly. Theoret-
ical studies indicate that random testing is as effec-
tive as systematic testing (Duran and Ntafos, 1984;
Chen et al., 2010). On the other hand, empirical stud-
ies (Ferguson and Korel, 1996; Marinov et al., 2003)
have shown that pure random testing achieves less
code coverage than systematic test generation. Un-
like existing methods, EBT implements a row-guided
random technique with fuzzing at time boundaries to
achieve scalability and coverage.

3 EDT NOTATION

EDT (Venkatesh et al., 2014) is a tabular notation
to formally specify requirements of reactive systems.
This notation is designed in a manner that makes it

easy to understand and use, and yet keeps it formal
enough to enable automated test case generation. It
provides a uniform notation to specify both – state-
based and sequence-based requirements, leading to
compact specifications of reactive systems.

An EDT specification consists of one or more ta-
ble(s) where the column headers specify the input and
output signal names, and the rows specify relation-
ships between patterns of input and output signal val-
ues or events. We illustrate EDT through partial re-
quirements of theAlarmmodule of a real world auto-
motive application, which are described below:

1. If Ignition and Alarm are Off, and PanicSwis
pressed and released twice within 3 seconds, then
Alarm should beOn for 30 seconds, andFlash
should blink 30 times with a gap of 500 millisec-
onds between eachOn andOff and should have
No Reqafter that.

2. If Alarm is On andPanicSwis pressed for more
than 3 seconds and then released (called aslong
press), then theFlash should beNo Req and
Alarm should beOff.

3. If Ignition becomesOn, then Flash should be
No ReqandAlarmshould beOff.

Table 1 specifies the above requirements using EDT,
in which each row maps directly to one of the require-
ments. The column headers specify three input sig-
nals: Ignition, PanicSwand Alarm, and two output
signals: Flash and Alarm. Its is worth noting that
Alarm is an input and output (I/O) signal. The pattern
expressions in each input cell specify the sequence of
input value(s) that will match the requirements of that
cell. The pattern expressions in an output cell spec-
ify the sequence of signal value(s) that will be output
when the requirements of all the input cells in that row
are matched. The pattern language itself is regular, as
EDT supports a discrete timed model, and can be rec-
ognized by a discrete timed automaton (Bowman and
Gomez, 2006). The patternOff given in the first row
for columns corresponding to the signalsIgnition and
Alarmmatches when the environment sends the value
Off to the system. The compactness of EDT is illus-
trated by the pattern‘{{Press;Release}{=2}}{<3s}’
which is detected when the valuesPressfollowed by
Releaseare received twice within three seconds for
the signalPanicSw. The output pattern in the first
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row corresponding to the signalFlash specifies that
the valuesOn followed byOff should be output with
a gap of 500 milliseconds, and this pattern should be
repeated 30 times.

4 COVERAGE CRITERIA

To effectively test the system specified using EDT,
we propose two coverage criteria – row coverage and
row-interaction coverage, which are described below:

4.1 Requirement/Row Coverage

An EDT row is covered when it is matched in at least
one generated test case. Complete row coverage is
said to be achieved when all rows in the EDT are cov-
ered. The intuition behind row coverage is that an
individual requirement can often be mapped to one
or more EDT row(s) and hence row coverage implies
requirements coverage.

Table 2 illustrates a test case corresponding to
EDT specification shown in Table 1. The default val-
ues of input signalsIgnition and Alarm are consid-
ered to beOff. WhenPanicSwvalues are generated
asPressfollowed byReleasetwice within three sec-
onds, that is at time 1500 milliseconds (ms) in Table
2, Row 1 is matched and hence the expected output of
Alarm is On and the flashing pattern is‘On followed
by Off ’.

4.2 Requirement-Interaction/
Row-Interaction Coverage

Requirements, as specified in EDT, can have the fol-
lowing two types of interactions between them:

• I/O row-interaction: (r1, r2) is said to be a I/O
row-interaction ifr1 outputs a value that is used
by r2.

• O/O row-interaction: (r1, r2) is said to be a O/O
row-interaction if bothr1 andr2 output values for
the same signal at the same time.

Row-interaction is covered when a test case cap-
tures either of the aforementioned interactions be-
tween rows.

In the example mentioned in Table 1, because of
the common I/O signalAlarm, there are three I/O row-
interactions:(1,2),(2,1) and(3,1). This is because
the outputOn to Alarm in Row 1 is used by Row 2
and the outputOff to Alarm in Rows 2 and 3 is used
by Row 1. The input sequence shown in the test case
in Table 2 covers the row-interaction(1,2).

Table 2: Test Case for Row and I/O row-interaction cover-
age.

Time(ms) Input Signals Remarks
0 PanicSw=Press

500 PanicSw=Release
1000 PanicSw=Press
1500 PanicSw=Release Row 1 output starts
2000 PanicSw=Press
5500 PanicSw=Release Row 2 output starts

Table 3: Test Case for O/O row-interaction coverage.

Time(ms) Input Signals Remarks
0 PanicSw=Press

500 PanicSw=Release
1000 PanicSw=Press
1500 PanicSw=Release Row 1 output starts
2000 Ignition=On Row 3 output starts

In Table 1, Rows 1 and 3 form an O/O row-
interaction(1,3) as both these rows can potentially
affect the output value of the same signalFlashat the
same time. Consider the input sequence shown in Ta-
ble 3. At time 1500 ms, the output pattern forFlash
will start because Row 1 is matched. However, at time
2000 ms the output ofFlash is changed toNo Req,
although the previous output pattern is still going on.
This happens because Row 3 is matched due to the
occurrence ofIgnition = On. When such input se-
quence is generated in a test case, it is said to have
covered O/O row-interaction(1,3).

5 RGRaF: ROW-GUIDED
RANDOM ALGORITHM WITH
FUZZING

We now present RGRaF (Figure 3), an algorithm to
generate test cases with expected output from EDT
specifications. A test case consists of a timed se-
quence of input values and corresponding expected
output values. Each element of the sequence is a
tuple of the form (signalname,value, time,category)
where,signalnameis an input signal,valueis a valid
value for that signal,time is the time when thevalue
arrives, andcategoryindicates if the signal is an in-
put, output or I/O signal. The sequence is arranged
in increasing order of time. The test case generation
algorithm that generates a set of these sequences con-
sists of four main steps; Automata construction, In-
put sequence generation (InpGen), Expected output
sequence generation (ExpGen) and fuzzing at time-
boundaries (Fuzz).

RGRaF begins by building a discrete timed au-
tomaton corresponding to the regular expression in
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InpGen()
Createa random sequence of rowsRs
Is := ∅

For eachr in Rs
Ir := Expand(r)
Is := Is . Ir

End For
returnIs

Figure 1: InpGen.

ExpGen(Is)
For each rowr in tableT

τ := ExecuteAutomata(r,first(Is)
If ( r matches)

Is := Is ⊕ Op of r
Mr := Mr ∪ r

End If
For all rowsr i that produce some input ofr

Mi := Mi ∪ {〈r i , r〉}
End If
τmin := min (τmin, τ)

End For
Return (Mr , Mi , τmin)

Figure 2: ExpGen.

each cell, using known techniques. It then invokes
InpGen, which selects a random sequence of rows and
then systematically expands each row in the sequence
to produce a sequence of inputs that may match that
row. This input sequence is passed on toExpGen,
which executes the timed automaton of each cell for
each input to determine the rows that match. When
a row matches,ExpGen modifies the input sequence
by adding outputs generated by the matched row, thus
creating the final test sequence. During its execution,
ExpGen invokesFuzz which randomly fuzzes the time
of inputs to increase the probability of time related re-
quirements getting covered. This sequence ofInpGen
andExpGen is repeated till either all rows and row-
interactions are covered or the number of row se-
quences tried exceeds a given threshold (sample size),
S. These steps are described in detail below:

5.1 InpGen: Input Sequence
Generation

This function, Figure 1, first creates a row-sequence
Rs by randomly selecting some EDT rows, including
uncovered rows with a higher probability. It then in-

RGRaF Algorithm:
Ur := Set of all rows(Rt)
Up := Set of row-interactions(Rp)
i := 0
For each cell in each rowr

Build its timed automaton
End For
While (i ≤ Sand (Ur 6= ∅ or Up 6= ∅ ))

Is := InpGen()
While (Is 6= ∅)

(Mr , Mi , τ) := ExpGen(Is)
Ur := Ur - Mr
Up := Up - Mi
Is := Is → Next
Fuzz: Randomly change time of first(Is)

to before or afterτ
End While
i := i+1

End While

Figure 3: RGRaF Algorithm.

vokes the function Expand, which generates an input
sequence for each cell of each rowr in Rs, by select-
ing an element from the language specified by that
cell’s regular expression. The sequences of all the
cells of a row are merged, maintaining time ordering,
to get an input sequenceIr for the row. EachIr is
appended toIs to get an input sequence for the row.
Note that the expansion of each row proceeds inde-
pendent of the other rows in the sequence and does
not take into account any value for I/O variable that
may be generated by a previous row. As a result, the
actual rows matching the generated sequence of in-
puts could be different from the rows inRs. This sys-
tematic expansion of rows ensures the generation of
input patterns that need repetition. The probability of
such repeated pattern getting generated will be low if
input generation is purely random.

5.2 ExpGen: Expected Output
Sequence Generation

ExpGen, Figure 2, takes as input a sequenceIs, con-
sisting of inputs yet to be processed. Each input in
Is is processed by taking astepof each rowr, of the
EDT tableT. A stepof a row consists of taking a
transition in the automaton of each cell in that row.
Once a step is taken a row matches if all its automata
are in their final state, with at least one of them hav-
ing reached the final state due to the current signal.
When a row matches, tuples withcategoryoutput or
I/O corresponding to the outputOp of that row are
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merged (⊕) with the input sequenceIs maintaining its
time ordering and the matched row is added to the set
of matched rowsMr . If the current row matched due
to outputs generated by a previously matched rowr i ,
then the pair〈r i , r〉 is added to the matched interac-
tionsMi . Any I/O signal produced by a matched row
is processed in the next step. If an automaton is in
a state that has an outgoing time-out transition it is
said to be in a time-out state. Of all the automata in
a time-out stateExpGen returns the smallest timeτmin
at which a time-out transition may occur.

5.3 Fuzz: Fuzzing at Time Boundaries

As in standard discrete timed automata each transi-
tion of a cell’s automaton is either labelled by a signal
value or is atime-outtransition of the form〈c,op,n〉
wherec is a clock variable,op is one of the oper-
ators{<,≤,>,≥} andn is a positive integer repre-
senting time. Time constraints modelled astime-out
transitions are one of the reasons why model-based
approaches to test generation do not scale up to in-
dustry size code. Random algorithms too are unable
to cover time-based requirements. To address this is-
sue, at the end of each step, we randomly change the
time of inputs occurring around the nearest timeτ, at
which a time-out may occur. The generated scenario
is altered by randomly changing the time of some in-
puts that occur either - a) beforeτ to a time after it or
b) afterτ to a time before it.

We call the above alterationfuzzingat time bound-
aries. Consider the scenario presented in Table 2. Af-
ter processing the input at 1500ms, the nearest time-
out will occur at 3000ms due to the PanicSw pattern in
Row 1 of the example given in Table 1. At this point,
the algorithm could randomly choose to fuzz the sce-
nario by changing the time of the input at 2000ms to
3500ms or it could change the time of the input oc-
curring at 5500ms to 2500ms. If fuzzing is not per-
formed, the scenario will be generated only at the
3000ms that is the time-out. Hence, fuzzing helps in
generating scenarios with different time aroundτ and
thus helps in covering complex time-based scenarios.
All these steps are repeated until full row coverage
and row-interaction coverage is achieved (i.e.,Ur =
∅ ∧ Up = ∅), or the number of row sequences tried
exceeds the sample sizeS.

6 EXTENSIONS TO EDT

For the generated test cases to be useful it should
not have any input combinations that will never be
generated by the environment. To eliminate such in-

valid combinations the environment needs to be spec-
ified. We have extended the EDT notation with a
special output columnRejectFlag to support easy
modelling of the environment as required for test-
ing. Similarly, we have also added a special col-
umn ErrorFlag to support specification of proper-
ties. These two extensions are described in detail be-
low.

6.1 Modelling Environment Constraints

In reactive systems, there could be several combina-
tion(s) of input(s) that can never occur in the actual
run of the system. For instance, in a car, the left
and right indicator switches cannot beOn simultane-
ously. We provide a special output signal,RejectFlag
to model such environment constraints. These con-
straints are specified as an EDT row with aRejectout-
put to theRejectFlagcolumn. Sample EDT row spec-
ifying an environment constraint is illustrated in Table
4. If a test case generated by the Input Sequence Gen-

Table 4: Specification for Environment Constraints.

sno in LeftSw in RightSw out RejectFlag
1 On On Reject

erator matches the row in Table 4, then that test case is
rejected. SoRejectFlagis actually used to eliminate
test cases for all the combinations that cannot happen
in the functioning of real-world reactive systems.

6.2 Property Checking

The requirements of real-world reactive systems gen-
erally contain certain safety-critical requirements that
should never be violated during any execution of the
system. These can be seen as properties of the sys-
tem. For example, ‘when a vehicle is moving at a
considerable speed (say,>20 kmph), all doors should
be locked’, is one such requirement. It is often eas-
ier to express such requirements as a system prop-
erty. This property should not be violated by other re-
quirements that alter either the vehicle speed or door
lock/unlock status. To specify such properties, we
provide a special output signal,ErrorFlag. An ex-

Table 5: Specification for Property Checking.

sno
in

VehicleSpeed in DoorStatus out ErrorFlag

1 > 20 Unlocked Error

ample of specifying system properties is illustrated in
Table 5. As RGRaF generates test cases for row cov-
erage, to cover the row in Table 5, a test case will
be generated that matches this row. Once the row
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is matched, Expected Output Generator will generate
‘Error’ as the expected output of that test case. This
test case is a counter-example to the given property.
So this special output signal is actually used to detect
and report error for all the signal combinations that
are possible in real-world reactive systems but should
not occur due to pre-defined system properties.

7 EXPERIMENTS: RESULTS AND
OBSERVATIONS

To evaluate the cost-effectiveness and practical use-
fulness of EBT, we conducted case studies on differ-
ent projects. The case studies were conducted to an-
swer the following four questions:

1. Does RGRaF perform better than RGRaF without
fuzzing on real-world projects?

2. Does it take lesser effort to generate test cases
manually when compared with the effort required
to translate requirements to EDT and then gener-
ate test cases?

3. Does RGRaF generate better test cases than the
manually written test cases?

To investigate the aforementioned questions we
needed real-world projects which had documented re-
quirements in a natural language, manually written
test cases and also detailed data of effort spent in writ-
ing these test cases. We could find only a few such
projects, of which we selected three from the auto-
motive domain. We carved out three case studies from
these projects such that each case-study was fairly big
and was representative of a real-world reactive sys-
tem.

Brief description of the three case studies followed
by details of the comparisons are given below.

Case Study 1was from Body Control component
of an automotive original equipment manufacturer
(OEM). It consisted of a single sub-system named
Integrated-FAT that had three modules – Flasher,
Alarm and Trunk Back Door. Each module was fur-
ther divided into sub-modules and requirements of
sub-module were available. We modelled these re-
quirements in EDT and generated test cases for each
module as well for the sub-system level.

Case Study 2was from another automotive OEM.
We conducted experiments on four modules – Power
Lift Gate (PLG), Power Closure Decision (PCD) and
Panic Alarm from Body Control component, and also
for Blower Control module from Climate Control
component. For all these modules and a sub-system
(Integrated-PLG+PCD) that merged PLG and PCD,

we generated test cases in MATLAB compatible for-
mat.

Case Study 3was from Engine Control component
of an automotive tier one supplier. We generated test
cases, in CoverageMaster winAMS (winAMS, ) com-
patible format for three modules – TF Switch Open,
TF Switch Low and RD Switch Operation.

7.1 Comparison of RGRaF and Pure
Random with Fuzzing

To compare RGRaF with pure random test case gen-
eration we executed EDT-Test for both RGRaF and
pure random test case generation on all the modules
and sub-systems of the selected case studies. The
pure random algorithm generated random input se-
quences with a random time assigned to each tuple
in the input sequence. Each input sequence was of a
random length. Once an input sequence was gener-
ated, the rest of the algorithm was similar to RGRaF
and involved execution of automata and retained only
those sequences that covered a new row or a row-
interaction. In both cases aSample Size Sof 25000
was used.

Table 6 illustrates the results of these experi-
ments. RGRaF achieved higher row coverage for
seven modules and higher row-interaction coverage
for eight modules as compared to pure random algo-
rithm. Moreover, RGRaF gave 100% row coverage
for seven modules whereas the pure random variant
could not cover all of them. During these experi-
ments, we observed that pure random test generation
was achieving lesser row and row-interaction cov-
erage for larger sub-systems/modules/systems. For
instance, in Alarm module, which had 822 rows,
RGRaF covered 672 rows whereas pure random could
cover only 471 rows.

An analysis revealed that RGRaF performed bet-
ter in cases where size of input domain was large and
in cases where to cover a row an input with a specific
value had to be generated within a specific time. This
is illustrated by the example in Table 1. To cover Row
1 of this example the Panic Switch has to be pressed
and released twice within three seconds. The proba-
bility of this happening when the generation is purely
random is very low. When we generated test cases for
this example using RGRaF and pure random, RGRaF
needed a sample size of only 6 to cover all rows
and row-interactions, whereas the random algorithm
needed a sample size of 663. We also observed that
pure random with fuzzing algorithm generated many
invalid input combinations and hence were rejected.
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Table 6: RGRaF and Pure Random.

Case Feature Name No. of No. of Rows Covered No. of Row-Interactions Covered
Study EDT RGRaF Pure RGRaF RGRaF Pure RGRaF

Rows Random Without Random Without
With Fuzz Fuzz With Fuzz Fuzz

Case Alarm 822 672 368 399 921 303 679
Study 1 Trunk Back Door 86 86 86 86 63 63 63

Flasher 146 125 121 120 541 506 503
Integrated-FAT 1052 683 580 579 1339 1176 1176

Case Panic Alarm 262 262 257 261 772 597 735
Study 2 Blower Control 101 101 101 101 280 279 271

PLG 52 51 51 51 301 301 301
PCD 16 16 16 16 5 5 5
PLG+ PCD 68 67 65 64 296 290 285

Case TF Switch Open 14 14 14 14 22 22 22
Study 3 TF Switch Low 14 14 14 14 23 23 23

RD Sw Operation 31 31 26 23 46 35 31

Table 7: Summary of EBT Experimental Data.

Case Feature Name
No.
of Test Case Generation Using EBT Manual Test Efforts

Study EDT EDT Creation EDT-Test Total Efforts Case Generation savings
Rows [person hours] Execution [person hours] [person hours] by EBT

Case Alarm 822 13 95 mins 14.5 38.5
33%Study 1 Trunk Back Door 86 7 2 mins 7 10

Flasher 146 18.5 32 mins 19 12
Integrated-FAT 1052 0 6.5 hours 6.5 Not Available –

Case Panic Alarm 262 40 5 mins 40 80

44.8%Study 2 Blower Control 101 5 12 mins 5 18
PLG 52 12.5 1.5 mins 12.5 6
PCD 16 1 1 second 1 2
PLG+ PCD 68 0 30 mins 0.5 Not Available –

Case TF Switch Open 14 0.75 1 min 0.75 9
62.5%Study 3 TF Switch Low 14 1.25 1.75 mins 1.25 9

RD Sw Operation 31 10 1.5 mins 10 14

7.2 Comparison of RGRaF with
Fuzzing and RGRaF without
Fuzzing

To evaluate the contribution of fuzzing we ran EDT-
Test with and without fuzzing on all the modules. To
Fuzz, at the end of each step of all automata, the next
input was optionally chosen. If the chosen input had a
time less than the nearest time-outτ, then the time of
the input was modified to a value higher thanτ else it
was changed to a time less thanτ. For this comparison
too we used aSample Size of 25000.

Table 6 presents the results of the comparison.
Fuzzing at time boundaries helped in seven mod-
ules because these had complex time-based require-
ments. For these modules, RGRaF achieved higher
row and row-interaction coverage as compared to
RGRaF without Fuzzing. This demonstrates that
fuzzing of timings of inputs helps in increasing row
and row-interaction coverage, especially in the pres-

ence of time-based requirements. A thorough analy-
sis revealed that Fuzzing helped in cases where there
were time constraints associated with I/O signals, as
explained in Section 5, because these I/O signals’
time constraints were not taken into account while ex-
panding rows.

7.3 Comparison with Manual Testing

For all the case studies, manually created test cases
with the corresponding efforts data were available to
us. These test cases were created by respective ap-
plication development teams consisting of test engi-
neers and domain experts whereas, the team that cre-
ated EDT specifications and generated test cases us-
ing EDT-Test did not have automotive domain knowl-
edge.

Table 7 presents a summary of our findings of a
comparison between EBT and manual test case gen-
eration for effort required. In the case of EBT the
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effort is split into the person hours taken to specify
requirements in EDT and the time taken by EDT-Test
to generate test cases. We have not compared the two
methods for coverage because no coverage data was
available for the manual test cases. Instead we asked
the domain experts from the project teams to manu-
ally compare and analyse the two sets of test cases.

The findings reveal that on an average EBT re-
quired 30%–60% less effort for test case creation. In
all the modules, EBT not only generated all the test
cases present in the manual sets, but also generated
many additional interesting scenarios. These addi-
tional scenarios should have been part of the manual
test cases according to the domain experts. In two
modules, Flasher and PLG, EBT test cases needed
more effort compared manual ones primarily because,
these modules required an understanding of complex
domain functionality which the manual test case writ-
ers already had.

Analysis of some key findings is presented below:

• In Case study 1, for the Trunk Back Door mod-
ule, EBT generated cases covered 40 more row-
interactions and in the case of Flasher it covered
346 more row-interactions than the manually writ-
ten test cases.

• In Case Study 1, Integrated-FAT module clearly
showed scalability of our algorithm. It had ap-
proximately 1000 requirements and 98 signals.
Due to the complexity of the requirements, it was
hard for the testers to visualize all the require-
ments’ combinations. Hence, the manually cre-
ated test cases covered only module level require-
ments and interactions between modules were not
adequately covered. EBT test cases subsumed all
the manually created ones and generated many
more valid and necessary requirements combina-
tions as confirmed by the domain experts and the
project team.

• In Case Study 2EBT test cases, when run on the
model, detected a bug in a post-production sub-
system, Integrated-PLG+ PCD. We detected this
bug by specifying properties of the sub-system us-
ing the ErrorFlag in EDT specifications, as ex-
plained in the Section 6. In case of Panic Alarm
module, three missing requirements were uncov-
ered when tool-generated test cases were executed
on MATLAB models.

• In Case Study 3, tool-generated test cases
achieved 100% statement and decision coverage
when executed on C code using CoverageMaster
winAMS. This is interesting because EBT does
not target code coverage.

The overall analysis of our experiments demon-

strates that, on real-world projects, RGRaF performs
better than pure random and than RGRaF without
fuzzing. It also shows that our EBT is more cost-
effective and generates better test cases than manual
test cases. However, there are some threats to validity
of our experiments and they are described in the next
section.

7.4 Threats to Validity

Below we list some threats to the validity of our find-
ings.

• All the systems we selected are from the auto-
motive domain and although the findings should
carry over to reactive systems from other domains,
explicit experiments will have to be conducted to
confirm it.

• To judge the quality of the generated test cases
we relied on the judgement of domain experts.
A more scientific study that determines the num-
ber of defects detected by RGRaF will have to be
conducted to ascertain its effectiveness. However,
getting defect data is not easy and we were not
able to get it for all the systems we considered
making it a difficult experiment to conduct.

• Although we have considered fairly big systems,
modern reactive systems are much bigger. Con-
ducting an experiment on such a large application
will not be possible as it will take several person
months to specify these in EDT. We will therefore
have to see if RGRaF is actually used by testers to
get findings for large applications.

8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
WORK

In this paper, we have presented an effective and ef-
ficient automated technique for functional test case
generation. We have also shared the results of various
experiments that were conducted on three industry-
size applications, which highlight the advantages of
using the proposed technique on real-world reactive
systems. From the experiments we can conclude that:

• An appropriate choice of formal notation, com-
bined with automated test case generation, is ca-
pable of reducing testing efforts by around 30%-
60%, while providing better coverage.

• Row and row-interaction coverage criteria results
in several scenarios that are found useful and in-
teresting by test engineers and domain experts.
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• Combining systematic generation of input se-
quences with a degree of randomness and finally
fuzzing at time boundaries performs better than
pure random test case generation.

Although the experiments were performed on au-
tomotive domain applications, we expect similar ben-
efits on reactive systems belonging to other domains
as well. The current version of the presented tech-
nique faces scalability issues in generating test cases
for applications having large and complex time-based
requirements, as observed in case study 1 with fea-
tures like Flasher and Alarm. Going forward, we aim
to overcome this issue by adding more intelligence
in the mechanism to generate input sequences. We
also target to enhance the coverage criteria of the tech-
nique by evaluating the effectiveness of various cov-
erage criteria in finding bugs in the system under test,
and enable coverage of long sequences of require-
ments’ interaction.
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